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Teletherapy


2-D/3-D


Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy 
(IMRT)


Image Guided Radiation Therapy (IGRT)


4-D


Respiratory Gating


Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS) and 
Stereotactic Body Radiation Therapy 
(SBRT)


CT Simulator


PET-CT Simulator
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MR Simulator


Varian TrueBeam


3-D Treatment
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3-D Treatment


3-D Treatment


IMRT:  Nasopharyngeal 
tumor
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IMRT: Nasopharyngeal 
Tumor


IMRT:  Nasopharyngeal 
Tumor


Rapid Arc
Volumetric modulated arc therapy:2-4 minutes versus 10-15 
minutes


RapidArc is a volumetric arc therapy that delivers 3D dose 
distribution with a single 360-degree rotation. It is made 
possible by simultaneously changing three parameters during 
treatment:


rotation speed of the gantry 


shape of the treatment aperture using the movement of 
multileaf collimator leaves 


delivery dose rate. 


Volumetric modulated arc therapy differs from existing 
techniques like helical IMRT or intensity-modulated arc therapy 
(IMAT) because it delivers dose to the whole volume, rather 
than slice by slice. 
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Dynamic Targeting Image-
Guided Radiation Therapy 


(IGRT)


With Dynamic Targeting IGRT, innovative 
radiographic, and fluoroscopic and cone-beam CT 
modes are integrated with automated repositioning 
and motion management visualization software. This 
enables clinicians to verify that treatments are 
completely in sync with respiration.


Dynamic Targeting IGRT provides high-resolution, 
three-dimensional images to pinpoint tumor sites, 
adjust patient positioning when necessary, and 
complete a treatment—all within the standard 
treatment time slot. 


IGRT-Stereotactic RT


Brain metastasis
– As part of primary treatment or for progression


Primary CNS lesions
– Progressive high grade gliomas


– Meningiomas, acoustic neuromas


Spinal cord lesions 


Peripheral lung NSCLC


Intra-abdominal lesions


Prostate cancer


SRS Brain Metastasis
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Before and 2 Weeks After


Respiratory Gating


Respiratory Gating
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Respiratory Gating


MR-Linac


Gamma Knife


Metastatic tumors 
Small to medium volume 


intracranial arteriovenous 
malformations (AVM) 


Meningiomas 
Acoustic neuromas 


Gliomas 
Pituitary adenomas 


Craniopharyngiomas 
Skull base tumors 


Pineal region tumors 
Trigeminal neuralgia
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TomoTherapy


CT scanner, allowing efficient 3D 
CT imaging for ensuring the 
accuracy of treatment.


Leverages the ring gantry 
geometry for the delivery of 
intensity-modulated radiation 
therapy (IMRT) from all angles 
around the patient. 


Delivers helical (continuous 360º) 
IMRT all targeting the tumor to 
contribute to the total tumor dose.


CyberKnife


The CyberKnife® consists of three key 
components:


An advanced, lightweight linear 
accelerator (LINAC). 


A robot which can point the linear 
accelerator to a wide variety of angles. 


Several x-ray cameras (imaging 
devices) that are combined with 
powerful software to track patient 
position. 


Proton Unit
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Proton Unit


Proton Unit


Technology Comparison


2-D/3-D Onboard 
Imaging


Conventional     
IMRT


Conventional 
IGRT


SRS Time


Linear 
Accelerator


Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 2-15


CyberKnife No Yes Yes Yes Yes 15-30


Gamma Knife No No No No Yes 30-60


Tomotherapy No Yes Yes Yes Yes 15-30


Protons 3-D Yes Y/N Yes Yes 15-40
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Conclusions


There has been continuous 
improvement in the integration of 
treatment and imaging technologies.


This enables more precise treatment 
volumes and higher doses.


Hypofractionation (1-5 fractions) is an 
increasingly important part of radiation 
oncology.


Brachytherapy


Temporary Implants


Permanent Implants


LDR


HDR


Temporary Implants:LDR
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Temporary Implants


Temporary Implants


Intra-operative radiation 
Therapy (IORT)
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Permanent Implants: LDR


Permanent Implants


Permanent Implants
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HDR


High-dose-rate (HDR) brachytherapy is a 
technique that uses a relatively intense source of 
radiation—typically a 10 Curie source made of 
Iridium 192—to deliver a therapeutic dose of 
radiation through temporarily placed needles, 
catheters, or other applicators.


HDR


Electronic Brachytherapy


Electronic Brachytherapy (eBx) is a method of 
delivering radiation internal to the body using a 
miniaturized X-ray source rather than a decaying 
radioactive isotope.
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Applicators
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Successfully Navigating Diagnosis 
And Treatment In The Age Of 
Targeted Cancer Therapy
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Vision


We are leading a transformation in cancer care, where 
each patient’s treatment is informed by a deep 
understanding of the molecular changes that contribute 
to their disease


©2014 Foundation Medicine, Inc.  |  Confidential 3


Learning Objectives


• Explain the paradigm shift toward thinking about 
cancer as a disease of the genome


• Discuss the increased number of diagnostic and 
therapeutic options available to personalize treatment 


• Describe the various challenges in using traditional 
technologies to characterize cancer in guiding 
treatment 


• Introduce how next-generation sequencing can 
address     these challenges  


• Recognize the role next-generation sequencing plays 
in personalized medicine
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The Evolution In Our 
Understanding Of 
Solid Tumors And 
Their Treatment
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Our Earlier Understanding Of Cancer Was 
Incomplete


– Mass of abnormal 
cells that divide 
uncontrollably


– May be able to 
invade other tissues


Malignant Tumor


Genetics and 
Family History


LifestyleEnvironment


Exposure to 
Carcinogens


Factors linked to causation
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Traditional Treatment Paradigm


– Potential for significant 


side effects


– Highly effective in some 
but less effective in others


Diagnosis Treatment Outcome


– Biopsy


– Pathology


– Surgery


– Radiation


– Traditional 
Chemotherapy
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Cancer Is A Disease Of The Genome


• DNA is exposed to carcinogenic events every day; this 
causes gene alterations to occur


• Exposure to cancer risk factors increases the 
chances of gene alterations


Virus and 
infection


Mistakes in 
DNA copying


Radiation


Carcinogens
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The Genome


Chromosome


Gene


Cell


CT


GA


DNA
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The Role Of Genes In Normal Cells


PATHWAYS 


RAS


RAF MAPK


PTEN


AKT


CDKN2A


mTOR


RAS


RAF


MAPK


Complex networks 
that regulate cell 


growth, division and 
survival


PROTEINSGENES


Instructions for 
protein synthesis


Structure, function 
and regulations for 
tissues and organs
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How Gene Alterations Can Cause Cancer


ALTERED


PROTEINS


CDKN2aCDKN2a
PTENPTEN


RASRAS


RAFRAF


mTORmTOR


MAPKMAPK


AKTAKT


ALTERED 
PATHWAYS 


RASRAS


RAFRAF


MAPKMAPK


CANCER


ALTERED 
GENES


Code
for


Code
for


Resultin
g
in


Resultin
g
in
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Cancer Related Genes


Gene names


BCR-ABL


ERBB2 (HER-2)


BRAF


KRAS


EGFR


KIT


BRCA1


Of the ~20,000 genes in 
the genome, only a 
subset of a few hundred 
are unambiguously 
associated with cancer
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Types Of Alterations In Cancer Genes


RearrangementsSubstitutionsCopy number
alterations


Normal Insertions and 
deletions
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Each Cancer Is Unique


Even among patients with breast cancer, there are many 
different types of disease and each has characteristic types 
of alterations


ER-, PR-, 


HER2-,


PIK3CA+


ER+, PR+, 
HER2+
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Our Understanding Of Cancer Is Increasing In 
Complexity


20122003


Pao and Hutchinson, Nature Medicine. 2012;  18:349-351.


Lung Adenocarcinoma


Unknown


KRAS


EGFR


ALK fusions


ERBB2


BRAF


PIK3CA


MAP2K1


AKT1
NRAS


ROS1 fusions


RET fusions
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The Shift Toward Targeted Therapy


Chemotherapy Targeted Therapy


• In personalized medicine, clinicians use 
biomarkers to predict a patient's 
response to therapy


• Patients are more likely to get therapies 
with the greatest impact which often 
have fewer side effects


• Anticancer drugs may be highly effective 
in some, but less effective in others


• Patients encounter side effects which 
are often significant
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Time Between Target Discovery And Development 
Of Effective New Cancer Treatments Is Narrowing


1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010


BCR-ABL


imatinib


EGFR 


erlotinib


HER2


trastuzumab


KIT 


imatinib


BRAF


vemurafenib


ALK


crizotinib


Years between 
target discovery 
and therapeutic


41


26


16


4


8


3
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The Number Of Targeted Therapies Will Continue To 
Grow


1998 to 2000 2000 to 2005 2000 to 2010 2010 to 2015 2015 to 2020


~400 targets in development
~500 compounds evaluated


Coming Soon
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Cancer Diagnostics And Treatment: A New Frontier


• Enhanced understanding of cancer biology has led to 
a rapid expansion in the field of cancer diagnostics 
and treatment


– Accelerating pace of discovery


– New markers


– New drugs
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Diagnosing And 
Characterizing Cancer
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Pathological Examination


Pathological examination of a tumor 
specimen is a cornerstone of cancer 
diagnostics


• Chemical stains can accentuate 
features pathologists look for


©2014 Foundation Medicine, Inc.  |  Confidential 21


Immunohistochemistry: IHC


Advantages Disadvantages
• Relatively low cost


• Designed to tag one target


• Can evaluate expression of key 
proteins in tumor


• Must know alterations ahead of time to detect 
potential mutations


• Variations on the results based on how sample was 
handled and how the stain was applied


• Subjectivity in interpreting the results


• Can only evaluate protein expression of one or few 
targets at a time


Immunohistochemistry (IHC)


• Uses specially designed chemical 
stains to 'tag' certain features of 
normal and cancer cells


• Slide-based test can evaluate 
alterations at the protein level
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Fluorescence in situ Hybridization: FISH


Advantages Disadvantages
• Highly accurate


• Objective


• Can detect copy number alterations and 
rearrangements 


• Must know which alterations to test for ahead of time


• High cost


• Sample cannot be stored for review


• Does not detect several major classes of DNA 
alterations 


Fluorescence in situ 
hybridization (FISH)
• Uses special dyes attached 


to DNA to find changes on 
a chromosome


• Slide-based test can assess 
alterations in DNA
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Hot Spot Panels


Hot Spot Panels
• Use a variety of molecular 


techniques 


• Examine defined sections of 
a limited number of genes


Advantages Disadvantages
• Simultaneously examine multiple genes 


for alterations
• Can only examine a limited  number of genes


• Only examines segments of each gene and can 
miss alterations that lie outside of the hot spot 


• May miss some alterations (copy number, small 
indels, rearrangements) 
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Traditional Testing


Limitations


– May deplete tissue sample


– Results are specific for the test used; need 
to know ahead of time what questions to ask


– Only a limited number of alterations 
screened at once


– Misses some types of alterations


DNA Alterations Detected or Missed by Traditional Testing


Test Detects Can Miss


IHC Protein expression Any alteration not known ahead of time


FISH


Copy number alterations, rearrangements,
substitutions 


Insertions/deletions


Hot Spot
Panels


Substitutions Insertions/deletions, copy number alterations, rearrangements
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Next Generation 
Sequencing
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Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS)


• Newer technology which allows 
for the simultaneous sequencing 
of hundreds of millions of DNA 
molecules
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NGS: Various Approaches


• Whole Genome Sequencing (WGS)


• Determines the complete DNA sequence of a genome at a single time


• Whole Exome Sequencing (WES)


• Selectively sequences only the coding areas of the genome 


• FoundationOne 


• Sequences 236 cancer-related known to be altered in solid tumors


• Identifies all 4 classes of genomic alterations


• Hot Spot


• Identifies pre-specified mutations occurring in limited areas of genes of 
interest


• Focuses on a narrow subset of genes and tend not to analyze the entire 
coding regions or detect all known alterations or classes of alterations
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Hot Spot Sequencing vs. FoundationOne


FoundationOne
Sequences coding regions of 


genes 
in their entirety 


Hot spot
Only sequences select 


regions of a gene  


Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 Gene 4
Chromosome 


= Alteration
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FoundationOne vs. NGS Hot Spot
Alterations Detected


RearrangementsSubstitutions Copy number
alterations


Insertions and 
deletions


Normal


Hot Spot
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Sequencing: WGS Versus WES Versus
Targeted Sequencing 


Whole Genome 
Sequencing


Whole Exome
Sequencing


FoundationOne


Well suited for 
clinical use


No No Yes


Turn-around 
time


Months Months Avg 14 days


# of genomic 
alterations
detected


10,000+ 


Many not known to be
drivers of cancer


• Clinical utility and 
actionability?


1000+ 


Cannot detect gene 
fusions 
(ie ROS1, ALK, RET)


• Clinical utility and 
actionability?


Average 1 to 3 
"actionable"


Of 200+ known cancer 
genes
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Advantages Of FoundationOne Versus Traditional Testing


FoundationOne
• Able to identify hundreds of 


clinically relevant mutations 
at once


• Allows the opportunity to 
identify all alterations


• Tissue sparing


Hot Spot or Single-Marker Testing
• Misses some types of mutations 


(rearrangements, copy number 
alterations)


• Limited number of alterations 
screened at once


• Results are specific for the test 
used: need to know ahead of time 
what questions to ask


• Exhausts tissue


©2014 Foundation Medicine, Inc.  |  Confidential 32


FoundationOne Assay Workflow


1. Sample 
preparation


• DNA is extracted from a 
biopsy


3. Computational 
biology analysis


• Extensive and complex 
analysis narrows the large 
amount of data to provide 
meaningful and relevant 
results


• 1000+ alterations are 
narrowed down to an 
average of 1-3


2. DNA optimization 
and sequencing


• Raw sequencing data is 
overwhelming 


• 1000+ alterations can be 
identified 


4. Clinical report


• The analysis is interpreted 
and a clinical report is 
curated 
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FoundationOne Can Be Used In Cancer To 
Identify Gene Targets To Personalize Therapy 
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Case Study: Patient With 
Inflammatory Breast Cancer (IBC)


Widespread 
Metastasis


IBC present in Skin Biopsy


Dire Prognosis


Inflammatory 
Breast Cancer


Background/
Medical History


• 53 yo woman presents 
with peau d’orange


• Right breast biopsied
• Diagnosis of IBC
• Inexorable cancer 


progression
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Case Study: A Novel ERBB2 Mutation In IBC


• Targeted sequencing of patient tumor sample revealed novel ERBB2 
(HER2) mutation in inflammatory breast cancer (IBC)


• Identified personal therapeutic options based off previously approved 
treatments for targeting ERBB2 in breast cancer:


• Trastuzumab (Herceptin®) 


• Pertuzumab (Perjeta®)


• Lapatinib (Tykerb®)


©2014 Foundation Medicine, Inc.  |  Confidential 36


Summary


• Cancer is a disease of the genome


• The era of a "One Treatment Fits All" approach to 
cancer is ending


• The utility of traditional tests is limited


• The current model of testing is unsustainable 


• FoundationOne meets clinical needs today and in the 
future


Comprehensive Genomic Analysis Can Optimize Patient Care
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Thank You
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P R E S E N T E D  B Y  
E L E A N O R  V A N D E R K L O K M S N  C R N P  A O C N P


ORAL ADHERENCE TO 
ANTI-NEOPLASTIC AGENTS


ORAL THERAPIES IN CANCER 
TREATMENTS


• Adherence to medications has become a high 
priority with the development of new oral therapies 
in recent years. There has been accumulating 
evidence that there has been poor adherence to 
these medications. Studies have been done with 
breast cancer patients and CML patients showing 
an association between non adherence and poor 
outcomes.


Hohneker et al, 2011


ORAL CHEMOTHERAPY AGENTS


• There are many benefits to oral agents as opposed 
to IV medications. There are different side effects 
and may in some instances be better tolerated. 


• There is more flexibility with the oral agents
• Patients find oral agents more convenient and 


prefer them to IV chemotherapy.
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CONCERNS WITH ORAL AGENTS


Despite the benefits there are two areas of concern 
with oral agents


• Patient adherence
• Bioavailability (pharmacologic manipulations can 


often lessen concerns about bioavailability)


ADHERENCE


The World Health Organization (WHO) feels the term 
compliance is incorrect. They prefer Adherence. It 
feels less judgmental.


Adherence rates average 50% for long term drug 
treatment of chronic conditions according to WHO. 
The Cochrane group on medication adherence 
reports similar low rates compromising the 
effectiveness of therapy.


Krikorian & Swamim 2012


IMPORTANCE OF ADHERENCE


• An increasing number of oral therapies are here 
and in development and expected to be available 
for clinical use in future years. 


• With FDA approval the expected availability of oral 
antineoplastic agents will rise.
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IMPORTANCE OF ADHERENCE 


• In clinical trials non-adherence can lead to 
misleading and inconsistent response rates. Even 
changing potential dosing recommendations


• Suboptimal adherence can affect the patient 
physician relationship and negatively affect the 
patient’s views about care. 


• Occasionally there is a patient who thinks more is 
better and will take more that needed leading to 
toxicity.


IMPORTANCE OF ADHERENCE CONT.


• Non adherence can cause great variability in results 
and lead providers to think a patient’s condition is 
worsening due to an absence of drug activity. This 
may cause an unnecessary medication change.


• Subjective estimates are unreliable for assessing 
patients. 


• It is often difficult to predict correctly which patients 
will adhere to a regimen


MULTIPLE FACTORS OF ADHERENCE
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FACTORS AFFECTING AHERENCE


• Age
• Cost/insurance status
• Patient belief that it is not 


working
• *Side effects/Toxicity.
• Complex administration 


schedule
• Difficulty swallowing
• Increased number of 


comorbidities/# of meds
• Being single/lack of social 


support


• Pill fatigue
• Patient’s health belief
• History of noncompliance
• Forgetfulness
• Emotional factors
• Poor access to care
• Insufficient drug 


information
• Decision to omit or 


reduce the dose
• Poor patient-provider 


communication


FACTORS AFFECTING ADHERENCE


• A study of patients with breast cancer treated with 
oral oncolytics had a non adherence rate of 43 % 
due to cost. Those meds with a co-pay of > $500 
were 4 times more likely to be non-adherent than 
those with co-pays of < $100. However patients with 
5 or more prescriptions a month had a 50% higher 
likelihood of non-adherence than those with no 
additional scripts. 


FACTORS AFFECTING ADHERENCE


Length of therapy is a big factor in predicting 
adherence. 
• The short courses of treatment have a high 


adherence rate about 97%.  ( Example: 
Capcitabine)


• Adherence to oral therapies declines significantly 
over time. The 5 year hormone treatments in breast 
cancer have a lower adherence. Novartis reports 
77% adherence at one year and as low as 50 % at 
year five.
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FACTORS THAT AFFECT ADHERENCE


• One factor in determining whether a patient is a 
good candidate for oral chemotherapy is if a 
patient feels that he or she can control the events in 
their life. They may tend to adhere to a treatment 
regimen better because they believe they can 
affect their own health outcomes.


• Patients that believe in fate controlling their 
outcomes may be less likely to adhere to oral 
therapy


FACTORS AFFECTING ADHERENCE


There are several factors that don’t factor into a 
patient’s projected adherence
• The type of disease (except psych)
• Demographic  factors including race, and 


socioeconomic status
• Intelligence
• Education level
• Knowledge of their disease or its therapy


CONSEQUENCES OF NON-ADHERENCE


Medication non-adherence can result in disease 
progression, premature death, adverse drug events, 
additional prescriptions, changes in regimen, 
unnecessary hospitalizations, increased diagnostic 
testing and increased health care costs.
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CONSEQUENCES CONTINUED


• Non-Adherence accounts for 11% of hospitalizations 
in older adults. In one report patients who filled 
fewer than 70% of there anticancer prescriptions 
(tamoxifen) had an increased risk of death from 
breast cancer. 


• In the US poor adherence is estimated to cost 
approximately 177 Billion annually, 47 billion due to 
drug related hospitalizations. 


IMPROVING ADHERENCE


• A thorough evaluation of the patient’s perceptions 
of the importance of taking the medication on 
schedule needs to be performed. 
This is the most important determinate of 


adherence.  If the patient understands why he/she is 
taking the med and the importance of taking it on 
schedule he/she is more likely to take it on schedule. 


IMPROVING ADHERENCE


Increased access to health care
• Convenient Follow up appointments


Physician, Telehealth, NP symptom clinics, dietitian 
appointments, social work follow up and pharmacists. 
Frequent phone calls, daily text messaging reminders, 
and or written communication. 
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IMPROVING ADHERENCE


Improved dosing plans
• Simplified schedules
• Calendars/diaries
• Pill boxes
• Reminders to take medications
• Pill counts


IMPROVING ADHERENCE


Provide educational materials
• Patients education should address the proper 


dose, frequency, timing with respect to food and 
other meds, what to do if a dose is missed, side 
effects to anticipate and what to do if side effects 
occur.


IMPROVING ADHERENCE


• Explore ways to reduce drug costs. Involve social 
work and pharmaceutical companies.


• Reinforce adherent behaviors at each encounter
• May need to run serum levels to check for 


compliance. 
• Involve caregivers in monitoring if needed
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MONITORING FOR ADHERENCE. 


• A single question asked in the affirmative at every 
visit can usually capture fairly correctly the 
adherence rate.


• Example: How well have you been taking your 
meds as prescribed this past week? (Very poor to 
excellent) 


• Or: What percentage of the time did you take your 
meds as prescribed this past week. (0% to 10%)


Greer et al, 
2016


MONITORING FOR ADHERENCE


• Except for direct biologic assessments, all the 
indirect methods have potential limitations. 


• Self report tends to yield higher estimates of 
medication adherence. 


• There is also no way to monitor precise times the 
drugs were taken or the exact dose.


CONCLUSION


• As the administering of oral chemotherapy agents 
increases, there are new challenges to ensure 
optimal adherence to therapy


• The challenges are multi-factorial and will require 
multiple modalities. Communication, education, 
resources, are all needed.
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CONCLUSION


Oncology practices need to develop an oral 
oncology care plan. This may include:
• Nursing phone calls weekly for every patient on oral 


chemotherapy meds.
• Aggressive side effect management
• Frequent Tele health visits 
• Pharmacy involvement in prescription monitoring for 


timely refills.
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